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Vibration Analysis of Laminated
Shells Using a Refined

Shear Deformation Theory
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The People's Republic ofChina

JI-FAN HE*
Department ofEngineering Mechanics
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ABSTRACT: A previously published refined shear deformation theory is used to analyse
free vibration of laminated shells. The theory includes the assumption that the transverse
shear strains across any two layers are linearly dependent on each other. The theory has the
same dependent variables as first-order shear deformation theory, but the set ofgoverning
differential equations is of twelfth order. No shear correction factors are required. Free vi
bration ofsymmetric cross-ply laminated cylindrical shells, symmetric and antisymmetric
cross-ply cylindrical panels is calculated. The numerical results are in good agreement with
those from three-dimensional elasticity theory.

KEY WORDS: vibration analysis, laminated shells, shear deformation, governing equa
tions, cylindrical shells and panels.

INTRODUCTION

CLASSICAL LAMINATION THEORY (CLT) based on the Kirchhoff-Love hy
pothesis [I] is the earliest theory ofthin shells laminated ofanisotropic mate

rial. However, transverse shear deformation effects are important in vibration
analysis oflaminated shells. The first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT) for
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1432 BANG-AN MA AND JI-FAN HE

laminated shells [2-4] is much more accurate than classical lamination theory for
the prediction ofnaturaI frequencies. However, since the tangential displacements
are still assumed to be linear across the shell thickness, there is less improvement
in the accuracy ofthe modal tangential displacements and modal stresses. Further
more, shear correction factors have to be used in order to adjust the transverse
shear stiffnesses. To overcome these drawbacks, several refined shear deforma
tion theories (displacement based) have been developed. These include the
higher-order shear deformation theories based on nonlinear through thickness tan
gential displacement assumptions [5-7] and the discrete layer theories based on
piecewise linear tangential displacement assumptions [8]. The latter are more ca
pable ofmodelIing the warpage ofthe cross section ofa laminated shell with many
layers. However, they are computationally expensive. The imposition ofthe conti
nuity of transverse stresses at layer interfaces can be used to reduce the total
number of dependent variables and save effort. Such a simplified discrete-layer
theory (SDLT) has been presented in Reference [9]. However, since in that theory
the transverse shear stresses are assumed implicitly to be nearly constant, that is
not entirely satisfactory. Recently, a refined shear deformation theory with a
modified model was presented. The tangential displacements are also assumed to
be piecewise linear and the normal displacement constant across the thickness. In
addition, the transverse shear strains across any two different layers are assumed
to be linearly dependent on each other. The theory has been used to analyse bend
ing and free vibration of laminated plates in References [10] and [11], respec
tively. The solutions ofthe theory were found to be in good agreement with the ex
act solutions of the three-dimensional theory of elasticity. Static analysis of
laminated shells was successively given in Reference [12]. The present paper
deals with the free vibration analysis of laminated shells. Symmetric cross-ply
laminated cylindrical shells, symmetric and antisymmetric cross-ply cylindrical
panels are calculated. The numerical results are compared with CLT, FSDT,
SDLT and three-dimensional elasticity theory solutions.

FORMULAnON

Consider a shell of constant thickness h composed ofNt + N2 + I thin layers
of anisotropic material bonded together. A system of orthogonal curvilinear
coordinates is defined by the coordinates a. and a2 corresponding to the lines
of curvature on the middle surface of the shell and the coordinate z along the
normal to the middle surface. The Lame's coefficients and the normal curva
tures in the directions of al and a2 are denoted by AI, A2 and k l (=I/R.), k2

(=I/R2) respectively. We assume that the thickness of the shell h is very small
compared to the principal radii of curvature, i.e., k1h, k2h « 1. However, the
value of span-to-thickness ratio may not be very large for a moderately thick
shell. The thickness of the ith layer is Ii (i = -N2, ... 0, ... N 1). The coordinate
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Vibration Analysis ofLaminated Shells 1433

in the z-direction of the mid-surface of the ith layer is Zi. The layer correspond
ing to i = 0 is determined from the condition: -to/2 <Zo $ t0l2, i.e., it includes the
middle surface of the shell. We begin with the displacement field of the ith
layer:

where 1l:2, ll~ and W denote the displacements of a point (aI, a2) in the mid
surface of the ith layer, and l/J:i) and l/J~) are the rotations of normals to mid
surface. In fact, we assume that the normal displacement W is constant through the
thickness ofthe shell. Considering klh, klh « I, we can obtain the transverse shear
strain components y:? and y~] within the ith layer as .

(i) _ ",(i) + I iJW k (i) _ ",(i) (i)
YI3 - '1"1 --- IUIm - '1"1 -!fJ.

A. iJa.

(2)

(i) _ ",(i) + I iJW k (i) _ 1/,(i) (i)
Y23 - '1"2 ---- 2U2m - '1"2 -!fJ2

A 2 iJa2

As real transverse shear stresses are continuous between layers, we assume that
the transverse shear strain components across any two different layers are linearly
dependent on each other. So we have

(i) _ 1 (i) (0) + 1 (I) (0)
YI3 - 1\.11 YI3 I\.12Y23 ,

(i) _ 1 (i) (0) + 1 (i) (0)
Y23 - 1\.21Y13 I\.llY23 (3)

where y:~)andy~~) represent the transverse shear strain components within layer
zero. A~l (rs = 11,22, 12,21) are undetermined constants. Furthermore, the conti
nuity ofinterlaminar tangential displacements has to be preserved. Hence, the tan
gential displacements ofpoints in every layer can be expressed in terms offive un
known functions: the displacements of points on the middle surface of the shell,
U.(a., a2), U2(at, a2) and W(al, a2), and rotations ofnonnals to mid-surface of

(0) (0) h .layer zero, l/JI (at, al) and l/Jl (at, a2). T e expressIOns are

(4)
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1434 BANG-AN MA AND II-FAN HE

S( ") (i) (0)( ) [ S(") (i)] (0)( )+ I t,z tjJZ a\>aZ + Zi - Zo - I til rpl a\>aZ

S( O) (i) (0)( ) ( fl(i) (0)( )
- I tlZ rpZ ul,aZ + Z - Zi 1.ll.lltjJ! a\>aZ

(4 con't)

S( ") (i) (0)( ) [ S(O) (i)] (0)( )+ I t ZI tjJl a\>az + Zi - Zo - I t zz rpz a"az

S( 0) (i) (0) ( ) ( f 1 (i) (0) ( )- ltZICPI al,az + Z-Zi1.Il.ZZtjJZ a\>az

where the definitions of t ;:J and SCi) are the same as in Reference [11]0 Define

I avz VI aA,w,=--------,
AI aa! AIA z aaz

I av, V z aA z
W z = ---- ----

A z aaz AIA z aa!

(5)

I a,/,(O) ,,,(oJ aA
, 'l-'Z '1-'1 Z

IC z =---+----
A z aaz AIA z aal
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Vibration Analysis ojLaminated Shells 1435

(5 con't)

We neglect the transverse nonnal stress and obtain the expression for the strain en
ergy density per unit area of the middle surface of the laminated shell as

+ M "·" + 11" x (2 ") + Q' (0) + Q' (0)]zK.z l' lZ K..z IYI3 ZYZ3

Here N., Nz, ••• Q; are all generalised internal forces. Defining

{N} = [N. N z SY, {M'} = [M: M; M:z M;.Y

(6)

(7)

{ "} _ [" " "..,,]TK - K., Kz ~IZ ,

the expression for the overall generalised force-strain relations is of the fonn

[

{N}] [[A] [B'] [B"] [F]][{C}]
{M'} [B'Y [D'] [Dc] [H'] {K.'}

{M"} - [B"y [DeY [D"] [H"] {K"}

{Q'} [FY [H'y [H"y [G] {y}

The expressions of the sub-matrices are the same as in Reference [12].

(8)
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1436 BANG-AN MA AND JI-FAN HE

We use the principle ofstationary potential energy presented in Reference [13]
to derive the differential equations offree vibration and the equations thaty~? must
satisfy. The former can be given as follows:

(9)

- w 2 (M 31 U1 + M n U2 + M B W + MHtjJ~O) + M3StjJ~O»)= 0

where

(10)
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Vibration Analysis ofLaminated Shells 1437

In Equation (9) w is the natural circular frequency, and Mil, etc., are coefficients
and differential operators with respect to at and a2. The expressions for them are
given in Appendix A. The set ofEquations (9) can be expressed in terms ofthe am
plitudes of the displacements VI, V2, IV and the rotations ljJlO) and 1jJ ~O). It is of
twelfth order and no shear correction factors are introduced. The consistent homo
geneous boundary conditions are of the form

N" + k"sM::s = 0 or V" = 0

N"5 + ksM::s = 0 or Vs = 0

or IV=O

M:, = 0 or ljJ~,O) = 0

M:'s = 0 or ljJ~O) = 0

M:: = 0 or cp~O) = 0

The expressions for the coefficients R1I, etc., are also given in Appendix A. At
each comer of the shell there is the additional requirement that
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1438 BANG-AN MA AND JI·FAN HE

U::,(s+ 0)- M::,(s- 0) =° or JV = 0 (12)

Furthermore, two independent sets of simultaneous linear algebraic equa
tions which J..~: (i> 0 or i < 0) must satisfy, respectively, can also be obtained.
The coefficients of the algebraic equations consist of w 2 and area integrals
defined with respect to the region ofthe middle surface of the shell. The inte
grated functions are expressed in terms of the amplitudes of the displace
ments and rotations and the strain components in Equation (5). The details are
given in Appendix B. Coupling between the set of differential Equations (9)
and two sets of algebraic equations arise through the coefficients in those
equations. We have to solve them together using iteration methods. A proce
dure has been suggested in Reference [11]. In general the iteration process
converges quickly.

EXAMPLES

The exact analytical solution ofEquation (9) for a general laminated shell under
arbitrary boundary conditions is a difficult task. Here only the free vibrations of
simply supported cross-ply circular cylindrical shells and panels are to be consid
ered. The following three problems are solved:

1. Simply supported complete cylindrical shells with [0°/90°]5 lay-up. The radius
and axial length of their middle surfaces are denoted by Rand L, respectively.
The lamina properties are assumed to be as follows:

EL/Er = 25, GLT/Er = 0.5, Grr/Er = 0.2, VLT = Vrr = 0.25 (13)

Fundamental frequency parameters w= wL2(p/Er )V2/h of the shells with
common L/h = 10 but R/L = 5,10,20,50 and 100, respectively, are calculated,
where p is the mass density

2. Simply supported symmetric cylindrical panels with [0°/90°]5 or [90%°]5 lay-up.
The middle surfaces ofthe panels have the same square plan form (L x L). Hence,
for given values ofLand tj> (shallowness angle), the circumferential length of the
panel middle surface is given as Ls = Ltj>/[2sin (tj>/2)]. The lamina properties
are given as follows:

ELlEr = 40, GLTIEr = 0.6, Grr/Er = 0.5, VLT = Vrr = 0.25 (14)

Fundamental frequency parameters w* = wh(p/;;r2GLT )V2 of the panels with
h/L = O. I, 0.2, 0.3 and tj> = 30°, 60°, 90° are calculated.

3. Simply supported antisymmetric cylindrical panels with [0°/90°] or [0°/90°]4
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Vibration Analysis ofLaminated Shells 1439

Table 1. Fundamental frequency parameters wof simply supported
cylindrical shells with [00/900Js lay·up (0 in superscripts).

RIL Exact Present SDLT FSDT CLT

5 10.3057 10.363 10.462 10.958 13.704
10 10.027" 10.087 10.187 10.698 13.4999

20 9.902'5 9.964 10.063'4 10.579'4 13.401'2

50 9.834'2 9.896'3 9.9968 10.4968 13.3455

100 9.815' 9.878 9.971 2 10.4962 13.3362

Exact: 9iven in Reference [14].
SDLT, FSDT, CLT: tabulated in Reference [15].

lay-up. The geometrical form and the lamina properties ofthe panels are the
same as given in Problem 2. Fundamental frequency parameters w* = wh(P/
n 2

Gu)I/2 of the panels with hlL = 0.2, 0.3 and ¢ = 30°,60°,90° are calcu
lated.

Let the axial and circumferential coordinates be denoted by x and 0, respec
tively, and let the axial ends ofthe cylindrical shells and panels be x = 0 andx =L.
In all problems, the following solution form is assumed:

VI = A cos (nx/L)sin (nO), V 2 = B sin (nx/L)cos (nO)

IV = Csin (nx/L)sin (nO), (15)

1/':0) = Dcos (nx/L)sin (nO), 1/'~0) = Esin (nx/L)cos (nO)

It can be verified that in this case A~1 = A~l = 0 and the solution given in Equa
tion (15) satisfies all the simply supported boundary conditions. Substituting
Equation (15) into Equation (9) for cross-ply circular cylindrical shells, we obtain
the solution for A, B, C, D, E and A~l , A~~ with iteration procedure. For Problem I
the circumferential wave number n in Equation (15) is to be selected to associate
with the fundamental frequency. For Problems 2 and 3 there are n = 6, 3 and 2 in
accordance with ¢ = 30°, 60° and 90°, respectively.

Table 2. Corresponding values of A.~~') and A.~~')
for cylindrical shells with [00/900Js lay-up.

R/L n ).(1) ).(-1) ).(1) ).(-1)
11 11 22 22

5 7 0.2364 0.2307 0.1417 1.127
10 11 0.2350 0.2325 0.2825 1.224
20 15 0.2343 0.2335 0.3834 1.470
50 13 0.2340 0.2341 0.4876 1.829

100 1 0.2340 0.2342 0.7741 1.631
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1440 DANG-AN MA AND JI-FAN HE

Table 3. Fundamental frequency parameters (1)* of cylindrical
panels with symmetric cross-ply lay-ups

0°/90°/90%° 90%%°/90°

h/L ¢ Exact Present Cll Exact Present Cll

0.1 30 0.062592 0.063082 0.076479 0.060935 0.061538 0.073960
60 0.064600 0.064899 0.076832 0.059130 0.059735 0.068307
90 0.067844 0.067940 0.078016 0.058942 0.059383 0.063728

0.2 30 0.174098 0.177001 0.300777 0.170682 0.173862 0.290140
60 0.170868 0.172980 0.287680 0.158886 0.161847 0.250230
90 0.168514 0.169729 0.271978 0.147231 0.149505 0.203953

0.3 30 0.293392 0.299525 0.673544 0.289056 0.295427 0.647908
60 0.283798 0.288193 0.635520 0.268258 0.273476 0.546926
90 0.274143 0.276674 0.588725 0.245519 0.249260 0.428307

Exact: 9iven in Reference [16].

Table 4. Corresponding values of A~~l) and A~l) for cylindrical
panels with symmetric cross-ply lay-ups.

h/L ¢ ).(1) ).(-1) ).(1) ).(-1)
11 11 22 22

0°/90°/90%° 0.1 30 0.4818 0.4577 0.0946 0.1547
60 0.4938 0.4469 0.0575 0.1959
90 0.5047 0.4377 -0.0034 0.2637

0.2 30 0.5160 0.4914 0.1055 0.1205
60 0.5283 0.4807 0.0916 0.1336
90 0.5392 0.4717 0.0611 0.1578

0.3 30 0.5649 0.5371 0.1164 0.1154
60 0.5786 0.5249 0.1077 0.1185
90 0.5907 0.5149 0.0793 0.1270

900jOO/Oo/90° 0.1 30 0.0727 0.1704 0.4687 0.4698
60 0.0185 0.2096 0.4711 0.4654
90 -0.0362 0.2395 0.4826 0.4511

0.2 30 0.0747 0.1483 0.4898 0.5154
60 0.0356 0.1774 0.4795 0.5210
90 -0.0033 0.1976 0.4779 0.5150

0.3 30 0.0785 0.1520 0.5289 0.5715
60 0.0404 0.1814 0.5097 0.5830
90 0.0026 0.2009 0.5001 0.5809
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Vibration Analysis ojLaminated Shells 1441

Table 5. Fundamental frequency parameters (/)* of cylindrical
panels with antisymmetric cross-ply lay-ups.

0°/90° [0°/90°]4

h/L ¢ Exact Present ClT Exact Present ClT

0.2 30 0.134307 0.137924 0.164664 0.182559 0.184182 0.288075
60 0.128319 0.131263 0.150741 0.172616 0.174399 0.262097
90 0.125689 0.127278 0.140344 0.163481 0.164832 0.234160

0.3 30 0.243670 0.252566 0.352954 0.308913 0.312650 0.639104
60 0.226519 0.233808 0.312875 0.289353 0.293315 0.570330
90 0.213085 0.217317 0.277655 0.269429 0.272700 0.496384

Exact: 9iven in Reference [16).

Table 6. Corresponding values of ~Il and A.~ for cylindrical
panels with antisymmetric cross-ply lay-ups.

~
0.2 0.3

30 60 90 30 60 90

0°/90° l (i) -1 4.2768 5.9778 10.7030 3.8041 4.8777 7.085811
;. (i) -1 0.3994 0.4369 0.5047 0.4343 0.4599 0.516222

[0°/90°]4 )·W 3 0.0222 0.0087 -0.0051 0.0239 0.0079 -0.0086
2 0.4916 0.4854 0.4787 0.5274 0.5209 0.5136
1 1.0443 1.0427 1.0413 1.0771 1.0761 1.0750

-1 1.2940 1.2952 1.2980 1.2691 1.2711 1.2736
-2 0.9934 0.9933 0.9939 0.9976 0.9969 0.9968
-3 1.0256 1.0247 1.0252 1.0674 1.0662 1.0658
--4 0.4561 0.4523 0.4500 0.4951 0.4907 0.4879

;.(i) 3 0.3632 0.3690 0.3757 0.4069 0.4151 0.423922
2 0.8075 0.8184 0.8274 0.8695 0.8872 0.9022
1 0.7754 0.7809 0.7855 0.8029 0.8121 0.8192

-1 0.8199 0.8624 0.8983 0.8571 0.9051 0.9515
-2 0.8481 0.8862 0.9213 0.9043 0.9529 0.9968
-3 0.4023 0.4200 0.4375 0.4443 0.4647 0.4829
--4 0.0292 0.0341 0.0434 0.0307 0.0331 0.0390
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1442 BANG-AN MA AND JI-FAN HE

In Table 1, fundamental frequency parameters wfor Problem 1 are presented for
differential values ofR/L and compared with corresponding exact frequencies given
in Reference [14], as well as corresponding results obtained by SOLT, FSOT (for a
5/6 shear correction factor) and CLT which were tabulated in Reference [15]. The
superscript accompanying some ofthe numerical results in Table 1 indicates the cir
cumferential wave number, 11, for which the fundamental frequency was detected. In
any case that corresponding three-dimensional and shell theory predictions were ob
tained for the same value of11, such a superscript is omitted from the corresponding
shell theory results. However, it has to be noticed that, for such short shells with
L/h = 10, neighbouring values of11 result in slight or even negligible changes ofthe
lowest frequency predictions independently of the shell theory employed. For in
stance, according to the present theory, for the shell with R/L =50, W=9.89629 for
11= 13 and w= 9.89632 for 11= 12. The difference between these lowest two values
ofw is nearly imperceptible. It is shown in Table 1that the present theory gives more
accurate results than SOLT, FSOT and CLT. The corresponding values ofA\~I) and
A~I) for the present model are given in Table 2. The middle two 90° layers of the
shells are regarded as one layer, layer zero, in the present theory.

The fundamental frequency parameters w* of the cylindrical panels in

z
h

0.50

0.25

w(L/2, <l>/2, -1/2)

-LO -0.5

-0.25

-0.50

o 0.5 1.0

Figure 1. The fundamental mode shapes ofaxialdisplacement componentfora [00/900Js cy
lindrical panel. (-) Exact one given in Reference [16J; (- - -) present.
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z
h

0.50

1443

-1.0 -0.5

0.25

o

-0.25

-0.50

uz(L/2,O,z/h)
w(L/2, 6/2, -1/2)

1.0

Figure 2. The fundamental mode shapes of circumferential displacement component for a
[00/900Js cylindrical panel. (-) Exact one given in Reference [16J; (- - -) present.

Problem 2 obtained using the present theory are given in Table 3. They are com
pared with those given by CLT, as well as with those obtained by three
dimensional theory which were given in Reference [16]. For all theories the funda
mental frequency parameters are always higher for [00/900]s laminates than for
[900/00]s ones. It can be seen that the present theory gives much more accurate
results than CLT. The corresponding values of)S: and A~~ forthetwo kinds of
laminates are given in Table 4. Table 5 presents fundamental frequency pa
rameters w* ofthe antisymmetrical cylindrical panels in Problem 3. The com
parisons made in Table 5 show that the present theory also gives much more
accurate results than CLT. The corresponding values of AY: and A~~ for those
panels are given in Table 6.

Figures 1,2,3 and4 give the fundamental mode shapes ofaxial andcircumfer
ential displacement components ofthe symmetric four-layered [00/90 0 ]s and the
antisymmetric two-layered [0°/90°] laminated cylindrical panels both with the
same values ofh/L =0.3 and ¢ =60°, respectively. The modal axial displacement
III and circumferential one liz were nomalized by dividing them by the radial dis
placement w at the surface z = - h/2. The results show that the present study is in
good agreement with the exact elasticity solution given in Reference [16]. It
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z
h
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-I. 0 0.5

w(L/2, d>/2, -1/2)

1.0

Figure 3. The fundamental mode shapes ofaxial displacement component for a [00/900Jcy
lindrical panel. (-) Exact one given in Reference [16J; (- - -) present.

means that the present theory can give good prediction of the modal tangential
stresses. The modal transverse shear stresses can be accurately obtained by inte
grating the motion equations of three-dimensional elasticity if need be.

CONCLUSIONS

A refined shear deformation laminated shell theory published in Reference
[12] has been used here to analyse the free vibration oflaminated shells. The the
ory contains the same number ofdependent variables as first-order shear defor
mation theory, but the set ofgoverning differential equations is oftwelfth order.
No shear correction factors are required. The theory can be used to analyse the
free vibration of arbitrary laminated shells without limitation on the materials
and the number oflayers and the direction ofthe ply angle. The numerical results
for simply supported symmetric cross-ply cylindrical shells, symmetric and an
tisymmetric cross-ply cylindrical panels have been compared with those given
by three-dimensional elasticity theory. From the results it can be seen that the
present theory gives accurate predictions of both the natural frequencies and the
modal shapes even for fairly thick laminates with a thickness-to-span ratio equal
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Figure 4. The fundamental mode shapes of circumferential displacement component for a
W/90oJ cylindrical panel. (-) Exact one given in Reference {16J; (- - -) present.

to 0.3. The present theory can be regarded as a direct generalization and improve
ment of the first-order shear deformation theory. Although the analytical solution
of the equations can be obtained only in a few cases, one can use approximate
methods, e.g., finite element methods, to obtain numerical solutions in other cases.

In the present theory the undetermined constants A~; may be regarded as aver
age values for the whole laminated shell. The values ofA~; are different for each
normal mode. As every normal mode ofa laminated shell can be approximately
obtained with the present theory, then the orthogonality relations between any
two different normal modes also exist approximately. If the responses of the
laminated shell to dynamic loads have to be calculated, they can be obtained us
ing the modal expansion technique. Using the present theory, one can predict ac
curately not only the normal displacements but also the tangential stresses,
which are also important for dynamic analysis of laminated shells.
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APPENDIX A: THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS
AND DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS Mil, ETC.

The coefficients and differential operators Mil, etc. are:

(AI)
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(AI con't)

The expressions ofpA, R, I, RII , Ill, 11111, etc. are the same as in Reference [11].

APPENDIX B: SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR ALGEBRAIC
EQUATIONS WHICH A.~)MUSTSATISFY

The forms of two sets of simultaneous linear algebraic equations that the un
known constants A.~1 (i> 0 or i < 0) must satisfy respectively are the same as in Ref
erence [11]. Define

, "
r21 = "21 - "21 (81)

(82)

d - I' __1_ iJA 1 (0) + _1_ iJA 2 (0) d __1_ iJA. (0)

6,11 - 21 A A iJ YI3 A A iJ Y23, ~22 - A A iJ Y23
1 2 a2 1 2 al I 2 a2
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_ _ _1_ aA 2 (0) d 1 aA I (0) 1 aA 2 (0)

d 2•22 - Y2 A A a YI3, 6.22 = YI2 +-AA -a- Y13 - -AA -a- Y23
I 2 al I 2 a2 I 2 al

1 aA I (0)

d~12 = 1i2 +-AA -a-Y13
I 2 a2

d - _I_aA 2 (0)
2.12 - A A a Y23

I 2 al

1 aA 2 (0) 1 aA I (0) d __1_ aA I (0)

d 6•12 = r2 - -AA -a-Y13 - -AA -a-Y23 , 1,21 - A A a YI3
I 2 al I 2 a2 I 2 a2

(B2 con't)

1 aA 2 (0) 1 aA I (0)

d 6•21 = Ii - -AA -a-YI3 - -AA -a-Y23
I 2 al I 2 a2

Then we have the similar expressions of the coefficients in the equations as in
Reference [11]. However, we perform area integrations with respect to the region
Q ofthe shell. The subscripts, x,y and Z ofthe quantities ofEquations (B9), (B 11),
(B 13) and (B 14) in Reference [11] have to be changed into the subscripts 1,2 and 3
here. Besides the variables U, V, aWlaxanda Wlayin Equation (B 14) in Reference
[II] have to be changed into VI, V2, --{jl~0) and --{jl~0) respectively here.
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